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REVISED POSTSCRIPT BY DR. T.V. SOONG

Following is the text of a Broadcast By His Excellency

Dr, T.V. Soong, Chinese Minister for Foreign Affairs, to be
given as a postscript to the 9 o*clock news in the B.B.C.

Home Service tonight;-

When I was invited By the B.B.C. to Broadcast, I thought at first that I had

to make a speech. Last Sunday I listened in to the 9.15 postscript By Mr. Harry

Anderson, a London taxi-driver, who told in his own simple, natural way what he

remembered of London in the Blitz, So I said to myself: ’’Here I am with But a

few minutes to talk to my friends the British people. It will never do to make

a speech," .And so I tore my speech into little Bits.

Soon after
my arriva.l in this country I received the representatives of the

Press who asked me many interesting questions on China, From them I have obtained

an idea of the kind of questions you might like to ask me.

You will probably start By asking how China with very little military equipment
could last all these six years of warfare. To tell you the truth, our people do not

think that there is anything particularly heroic about our resistance. The Japanese
had long Been planning to overrun China, to conquer all the Far East, and then to

dominate the world. We are their neighbours. We knew what they were planning. But

when we told you and the rest of the world, hardly anyone Believed it. It was

fantastic to think of it, and fantastic it really was. But it was true. In 1931

they invaded Manchuria, which comprises three of our richest provinces, where are

situated of all the coa.l mines and 60/o of all the iron nines in China. The

World War No. 2 really started then.

Next they struck at North China, Bit By Bit, and wherever they went they looted

and Burned and ravaged and slaughtered. We say/ clearly with our own eyes what was

going on. We had to fight, prepared or unprepared. If we had not fought, we would

have Become slaves, and after us our children and our children 's children. If we

were to fight, we at least would have a chance to pull through.

And so fight we did. During these six years we have had millions of soldiers

killed and wounded, while tens of millions of civilians lost.their lives directly

or indirectly through slaughter, disease and hunger in this most Barbaric of

invasions.

We have inflicted two million casualties on the Japanese army. Our losses have

Been very much greater But we need to make no apologies Because we have Been poorly
armed. Our people have Been, and are, suffering terribly. But like London in the

Blitz we also can take it, and now the end of the long, long trail is in sight.

I have often Been asked how we are as regards military equipment. As you'may

know, we manufacture only infantry arms and light guns; we do not manufacture heavy

guns or tanks or planes.

For the first three years of our war we were receiving aid in munitions from

Russia., But when Germany attacked Russia, we were very frankly told that we could

no longer expect any more help.

Fortunately By that tine President Roosevelt had introduced the lend-lease policy

and we were able to get some arms from the United States,

You in Britain could not help us. You yourselves were unprepared, and some of

the supplies that you asked for from the United States were the sane as we asked for

from then, and we were in fact, although in a friendly way, rivals and competitors,
Thus it was that America has furnished us the Bulk of war materials as well as

financial support. In fact, when the first shipment of .American arms for China

arrived in Rangoon, we had to share a portion of these few precious weapons with your

troops in Burma*
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When Burma fell, it was no longer possible to send arms nnd munitions overland.

The route by oir from India to Chine was still open* But up until recently we were

unable to get sufficient transport planes. The need for transport planes was very

great. Our .American friends needed them in the Solomons and in the Aleutians, More

were needed to prevent Rommel from entering Alexandria, The battle of the Atlantic

also required many transport planes. The result was that there were only a few planes

available for the route.

Now, with the increasing production in arms and in aircraft, the situation looks

very much more promising. The American authorities are straining every nerve to in*-

crease the tonnage carried from India to China, But we must re-open land or soa

routes to China in order that the Chinese armies, long without supplies from abroad,

can have enough weapons to launch the counter-attack against the Japanese, vi/hsn we

have got these weapons, we shall be better able to cooperate with you and our

American friends in defeating the Nazis of Asia,

Now you .7.111 no doubt wish me to tell you what China’s hoxaes are after the war.

These hopes■are centred on our country’s internal reconstruction. We have no

territorial ambitions. Naturally we want to recover all Chinese territories, but we

have no'designs on a single inch of foreign soil, I am sure the attention of our

people will be focussed on the task of national reconstruction.

You must realise that under the leadership of the Generalissimo this war has

been carried on, in spite of all difficulties, by the determination of the mass of our

people who have sacrificed their lives, their fortunes and their happiness willingly
and ungrudgingly. The strength of China today lies in her national unity, which is

now supported by the whole country. The common nan believes in it and is -willing to

give his all for it.

You are now thinking of social security after the war. Likewise our people are

thinking -and planning how to improve our national standard of living. Victory over

Japan will lose much of its meaning if we cannot achieve it.

China is principally on agricultural nation, therefore it follows that the easiest

and quickest way to raise the standard of living is by improving agriculture. No

longer will the Government stand by idly, leaving things to the farmers themselves. We

shall'have farm credits, co-operatives, improved irrigation and fertilisers, agricultural

stations, modern transport, improved administration and universal education to intro-

duce scientific technique. We believe that, with all these measures, the Chinese

farmer in ten years mil find his income doubled.

It is, however, not in agriculture that we shall find our most difficult problems.
Our greatest difficulty - and we have no illusions about it - will lie in building up

our industries, both heavy industries and light industries.

Of course, we shall -meet problems as to how to acquire the necessary scientific

technique and capital to start the thousand and one factories we are planning to

build. As I said, we know* it will be difficult. But we are determined to build up

our industries because without them we cannot raise the standard of living of our

people very much nor play a great part in the new economic co-operation of the world.

Therefore, we arc resolved that there shall be no gap between our demobilisation after

the war and our mobilsation for building up our industries.

But, we have a great advantage because we do not need to start our industries from

scratch and slowly,, like you or the United States, We could at once make use of the

most modem techniques. To acquire such techniques is not really so difficult. Today,
they can be readily obtained, liko any other goods, if one is willing to pay the- price.
Our own engineers will go abroad in large numbers to learn these techniques and on

their return they will havehighly-skiĺed foreign engineers, and even executives, to

help them start their new factories and plants.
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My answer to the question as to whether the necessary capital for

industrialisation is available, is that we believe we could acquire

foreign credits after the war on terms acceptable to us. We take it for

granted that the industrial growth of China is mutually beneficial to

us and to the advanced nations, China will become a market

for them that she has never ircon 'before in which their capital goods

such as machine, ships, locomotives, lorries and the like and such consumer

goods as we shall not be able to manufacture; and when the standard of living
of our people is raised, the whole world will be benefited. Think of the new

market of four hundred and fifty million people, many of whom have been up to

now too poor
-

to buy from you*

In our planning, although our political systems arc different, we find on

interesting example in Soviet Russia# In twenty-five years, from a.

principally agricultural country almost like ourselves, Soviet Russia

has become a nation with an economy where industry is balanced with

agriculture* How did she achieve it? She had little capital herself and

she had the greatest difficulty in acquiring any capital from abroad. Yet

by dint of unrelaxed labours and by denying her people daily necessities

in order to find money with which to build her factories, Russia has

achieved an industrial miracle*

Russia did this by the bard way. In her case it was described as a

terrific achievement at terrific costs to her people. Ifter the v/ar we

feel that we shall not have to reach our goal b] r the hard YTay, But if we

should have to do so that is to soy without outside help, then with our

nev/ national spirit, like Russia we shall not shrink from denying to our

people consumer goods, in order that v/e may have our industries, CHpr people,
who have willingly sacrificed in wor, will willingly sacrifice in pco.ee.

In this immense task which v/c hove sot ourselves, v/e shall of course

need peace, and we nexed peace as desperately as anyone else, I assure you
we are anxious, as we .have always been, to make our contribution towards

building up a system of world-wide collective security, so that our children

and your children will net go* to war once more -against militaristic _•

Powers, In both peace and war v/e shall stand shoulder to shoulder with our

friends and allies, the British people*
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